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Budapest Art Factory @ Art Market Budapest
Budapest Art Factory’s primary aim is to make its 800m2 space available to artists, curators, and art
critics worldwide with the goal of building cooperative relationships with similar non-profit art
organizations to introduce their activities to the Hungarian public. Therefore, to enrich its residency
programs, BAF is to invite internationally recognized mid-career artists and curators yearly between May
and September.
During the Art Market Budapest, BAF presents works from its four permanent artists along with the
international artists who have taken part in the residency program of 2013.

Chris Anthem is a British figurative painter based in Lebanon and London. His works show a visceral
vision of human condition in which one becomes alienated. Globalization, religions and societies are in
the center of his creations.
Dina Haddadin is a visual artist/architect from Jordan who questions the essence of constructions
through the process between existent and non-existent. Besides painting she is also involved in video
and installation art.
Levente Herman born in Transylvania mainly depicts the concept of physical/psychic boundaries
through realist imageries in a world devoid of humanity. In addition to painting, he is also involved in
audiovisual and video art and directed recently3 short films.

Dóra Juhász Hungarian abstract painter embodies entities within her colorful compositions yet
expressing universal principles related to harmony and beauty. Her large canvasses are following a
consequent and recognizable style. Dóra Juhász is a co-founder of Budapest Art Factory.
Márta Kucsora Hungarian artist is a co-founder of the Budapest Art Factory. As an abstract painter she
finds inspiration in nature and its movements. Her large scale canvasses can be seen in various
exhibitions in Europe and overseas. She is actively working on the programs of BAF.
Candas Sisman Turkish artist, founder of NOHlab, is mainly working with digital and audiovisual
technologies. He combines physical forms with images that are produced digitally. He has become well
known for his giant Yekpare projection mapping within Istanbul 2010 European Capital of Culture
activities.
Alberto Storari is an Italian visual artist currently living in Vienna. Storari’s primary focus resides in the
collective memory expressed through captured moments. With a touch of romanticism, Storari shares
his experiences - both in painting and video art - and opens up a world of visual impressions that
becomes universal.
Sándor Szász Transylvanian-born Hungarian artist focuses on personal, social, and political issues in his
figurative body of painting. His source of inspiration resides in a world devoid of humanity. As cofounder of Budapest Art Factory he is actively working on BAF's various programs.

Zorzini Station
Station One | Berte, Gorzo, Olariu @ Budapest Art Factory
Opening reception is Friday, 29 November 2-4 pm
In parallel to the fair, Zorzini Gallery (Bucharest, Ro) launches Zorzini Station, Station One | Berte,
Gorzo, Olariu @ Budapest Art Factory. Opening reception is Friday, 29 November 2-4 pm. The show is
on view during opening hours of Art Market Budapest by appointment only.
Zorzini Station positions itself as an itinerant project-based platform, addressing both Romanian and
international artists and using a transitory approach without long term commitments. Advancing the
strategy of different locations that can adapt to the specific needs of various art projects, Zorzini Station
wishes to function as a meeting platform linking the chosen habitat, the artists and the public.
Zorzini Station has no aesthetic limitations with regard to the medium of expression, the only
mandatory standards remaining the quality, the strength and the introductory or innovating character of
the proposed projects.
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